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nLet R denote a commutative ring with identity. Let f(x)= x
n--1i=o bix denote a monie polynomial with coefficients in R. Let

C(f) denote the companion matrix of f(x) defined by

0 0 0 bo
C(f)

1 0 0 bl

In this note we describe the set of n x n matrices with entries in R that
commute with C(f). If R GR(pt, rn) denote the Galois ring (see note) of
order ptm and f(x) is irreducible over the residue field GR(p, m), then we
show that there are n x n matrices that commute with C(f) and that
pt-)mn (pmn 1) of these matrices are invertible.

We now state and prove our main result.
Theorem 1. Let R denote a commutative ring with identity. For

n >--2, let M Mnn(R) denote the ring of n X n matrices with entries in
n n-1R. Let f(x)= x ----o bx denote a monic polynomial in R[x]. Let

C(f) denote the companion matrix off(x). Then, A (a) e M commutes with
C(f) if and only if ax bo a,_l and a a_,_ + b -x a ,-x for all
2<_i,j<_n.

Proof We have

AC(f) (a) C(f)

and
C(f)A C(f) (a,)

n

a12 a13 aln j=n bi-1

\anz an3 ann b_ ant

boam boanz boann
all -}- bxa.1 a12 + banz aln + blann

and only if
(1) a a_,_ + b,_a.,_
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and

(2)
k--1

for 1 <_ i <_ n and 2 _< j _< n. Therefore, we will complete the proof of the
theorem if we show that (1) implies (2).

We now proceed by induction on n.
(a) n=2.
2

ab_ a bo + a. b a bo + (ao + boa.)b a bo + a bobs,

., ab_ a bo + a. b a bo + (a + ba)b a b + a(bo + b),
k=l

ao + bo a bo(a + b aa) a bo + a bobs, and

alz q- b a. ao + boa. + b(ali if- b a.) all b + a.(bo + b).
Therefore, alkbk-1 a_l,z -t- b_la,, for I N i <- 2.

(b) Assume that the theorem is true for n 1.
For 1 < i, j < 1 define aj 0, bj b/l and a by

a+l, if i > j- 1

a= a+,+-- ax ifi=j-- 1.

a+l, boa,,j__l if i < j- 1

at+l, a,_x + bian,_ if i > j- 1

a a+,+- a a + ba,,- ax if i j- 1
a+, boa,,,__x a,_ + b a,,,_ boa,,,__l if i < j- 1

a+l,i-1 + b_l a-l,i-1 for all 1 --< i K n 1 and 1 < j --< n 1.
Therefore, we can apply our induction assumption on n- 1 to obtain

for2<i<n--1"-t- bi-1 an-l,n-12 a b_ ai_l,n_
k=l

We are ready to prove (2). Our work follows"
n i-1 n

aik bk_l a bo + 2 a bk_l + aii b_l + a be_x
k=l k=2 k=i+l

at bo + a_l,U b’_z + (a_x, + a)bi_
k=2

+ (a_x,, + boa.,,_i)b,_
k=i+l

ail bo + a** bi_ - a_x, b’_z + bo -, an,e_i b_l
k=2 kfi+l

ail bo + alxb_l + -, (a_z,_ + b_z a’n_l,k_l) b_z
k=2

+ bo
k=i+l

n-1 n-1

ail bo + albi_l + , a_z,e b’_l + b_z -, a,,_l,j by_l
k’-I j=l

+ bo (a,,_+- a_l,_i)
k=i+l

Thus,
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ail bo + allbi_l -{- a;-3,n-1 -[" b’-3 an-l,n-
+ b-2(a:-2,n-l+ b,_2 a:-,n-) + bo(an,n_+- al)

= a b_ + a_,n_- bo an,n-i+l "3t- bi-2 an,n-1 "47 bi_ an_l,n_
b_l al

i-l,n -47 bi_ ann.
This completes the proof of the Theorem 1.
The following operators D and LB will simplify our next result.

a 0 a boan bo
D a a and Ln a ba,,

where B b

an an-1 an bn_lan bn_l

Corollary 2. With notation as in Theorem 1, A M commutes with
RnC(f) if ana onty /fA CollAr, A.,. ,A,] for some A and A DA_i

+ LBA_ for i 2,3,...,n.
Corollary 3. Let F denote the finite field of order q. Le f(x) xn-

=0 bdc denote a monic irreducible polynomial with coefficients in F. Then, all
nonzero matrices that commute with C(f) are invertible.

Proof By Corollary 2, there are exactly qn distinct n n matrices that
commute with C(f). Now, according to L. E. Dickson in [1" p. 235], the num-

n
her of n x n nonsingular matrices over F that commute with C(f) is q 1.
Therefore, all nonzero matrices commuting with C(f) are invertible.

Corollary 4. Let F denote the finite field of order q. Assume that
nf(x) x --b eF[x] is irreducible. Let H H(a, az,. ,an, b) denote a

n n matrix of the form
a ban ha3
a al ba4 ba3

an-1 an-. a ban
an an_l a al

Then, H is singular if and only if a az an O.
Corollary 5. Let F denote the finite field of order q. Assume that

f(x) x b F[x] is irreducuble. Then the equation
bzx + by+ -3bxyz

has only the trivial solution x y z 0 over the field F.
Proof. This follows from

det x bz x + by + 3bxyz.
y x

Corollary 6. Let GR(p, m) denote the Galois ring (see note below) with
order ptm. Let f(x) xn .n__- bx denote a monic polynomial over
GR(pt, m). Assume f(x) is irreducible over the field GR(p, m). Then. there are
ptmn distinct n n matrices with entries in GR(pt, m)that commute with

C(f) and p(t-)mn(pmn- 1) of these matrices are invertible.

Proof By Corollary 2, there are distinct matrices that commute with
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C(f). Further, each of these matrices A are determined by their first column
values al, a2,..., an. So, we write A A(al, a2,...,an). Now by Corollary
3, (,2,... ,n) if and only if det 0. Hence, A--A(a,
a2,... ,an) is invertible if and only if i 0 for some i, 1 <_ i <-- n. There-

pt,n p<t-),n invertible matrices over the ring GR(p, m)fore there are
that commute with C(f).

Note. Galois rings are finite extensions of the residue class ring
Z/pZ of integers. In particular, if p is a prime and t, m _> 1 are integers,
GR(p m) denotes the Galois ring of order which can be obtained as a
Galois extension of Z/ptZ of degree m. Hence GR(p, m) can be viewed as
(Z/pZ) [x]/(f) where f is a monic basic irreducible in (Z/ptZ)[x] of de-
gree m. Thus GR(p, 1) Z/pZ and GR(p, rn) GF(p), the finite field
of order p,n. Further details concerning Galois rings can be found in Chapter
XVI of McDonald [2].
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